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Abstract

The fluid flow over structures has been widely investigated by many researchers because its extensive applica-
tion in offshore structures, skyscrapers, chimneys and cooling towers, brides. In the viewpoint of reducing the 
drag for offshore structure, it becomes challenging problem in the field of hydrodynamic of offshore structure.
The purpose of this study is to investigate a flow over a square cylinder with an attached splitter plate using 
RANS method. First, RANS turbulent models such as a standard k w- model, SST k w- model, RNG 
k e- model, realizable k e- model, standard k e- model were used for choosing suitable turbulent model 
which has the best agreement with available experimental result. Drag of single cylinder estimated by using 
standard k w- has a good agreement with published experimental result. Therefore, the stand k w- was se-
lected for simulation for flow over a square cylinder with an attached plate. Second, the numerical results of drag 
of square cylinder with an attached splitter plate in various length of an attached plate were performed using 
RANS method in ANSYS Fluent. In this paper, the numerical simulations were conducted at a Reynolds number 
of 485 and the thickness of the splitter plate is chosen as a constant value about 10% of cylinder width. The nu-
merical results of drag coefficient of square cylinder are compared with experimental result published by other 
researchers. Finally, the effect of the splitter plate attached to the rear side of the square cylinder has been investi-
gated numerically with a focus on the drag coefficient and flow characteristic. As a result, the drag coefficient
decreases with an increase in splitter plate length.
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1. Introduction

The fluid flow over structures has been widely investigated by many researchers because its extensive ap-

plication in offshore structures, skyscrapers, chimneys and cooling towers, brides. In the view point of re-

ducing the drag for offshore structure, it becomes challenging problem in the field of hydrodynamic of 

offshore structure. In the past, various researchers have investigated the flow over square cylinder by using 

a numerical method or an experiment. Lyn et al. (1995) conducted the experiment for investigating the 
turbulent near-wake flow around a square cylinder at high Reynolds number ( Re = 21400) using two 

components laser-Doppler measurements. Kim et al. (2004) investigated the turbulent flow past a square 
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cylinder confined in a channel based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Kumar (2008) simulated the flow 

around a row of square cylinders using the lattice-Boltzmann method. Paul et al. (2013) studied on the ef-
fect of upstream Rod’s shape on drag of a square cylinder at high Reynolds number ( Re = 82000). Schewe 

(2013) performed the experiment for investigating the effect of Reynolds number on the flow around rec-

tangular cylinder in a high pressure wind tunnel. Dey and Das (2015) studied about the steady flow over 
triangular extended solid attached to square cylinder at low Reynolds number ( Re = 40). They extended 

their study to reduce drag and lift of a square cylinder using thorn attached to a square cylinder for different 

non-dimensional thorn length and different inclination angle. Trias et al. (2015) studied about turbulent 

flow around a square cylinder at high Reynold number using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) method.

Bai et al. (2016) simulated a turbulent flow around a square and circular cylinder using Large Eddy Simula-

tion (LES) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES). They compared the result of mean velocity and Reynolds 

stress component for comparison between different between LES and DES. Sen et al. (2016) investigated 

the flow past a stationary square cylinder low Reynolds number. They concluded that a square cylinder is 
more bluff that circular cylinder at low Reynold numbers ( Re £ 150). Chauhan et al. (2017) conducted the 

experiment of flow over a square cylinder with an attached splitter plate at intermediate Reynold number. 

Xu et al. studied on the effect of corner cutoffs on the unsteady flow around square cylinder using RANS 

method. The purpose of this study is to investigate the unsteady flow around a square cylinder with an at-

tached splitter plate using the RANS (Reynolds Average Navier-Stokers) method in ANSYS Fluent. In 

addition, the effect of the splitter plate attached to the rear side of the square cylinder is investigated numer-

ically with a focus on the drag coefficient and flow characteristics. Particularly, the numerical results of 

drag coefficient of square cylinder are compared with experimental result published by other researcher. 

2. Numerical Method

2.1 Governing Equation

RANS method was applied for investigating the unsteady flow around square cylinders by using ANSYS 

Fluent which uses finite volume method (FVM) for solving the governing equation of a fluid. ANSYS Flu-

ent is commercial software solves RANS equation in computation domain and calculate the pressure and 

velocity in nodes for estimating the force acting on the body. The governing equations of RANS formula-

tion include the conservation equation for mass, momentum, energy. In the present study, the mass and 

momentum conservation equation is used to analyze the unsteady flow around. The continuity equation of 

which is shown in Eq. (1). The Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equation used to analyze the turbulent 

flow is presented in Eq. (2).
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Where, r , p , m and ' 'i ju ur are fluid density, pressure, fluid viscosity coefficient and Reynolds stress, 

respectively. iu and ju are the time average amount of rate, 'iu and ' ju are the quantity of velocity 

fluctuations. In this study, RANS turbulent models such as a standard k w- model, SST k w- model, 

RNG k e- model, realizable k e- model, standard k e- model were used for choosing suitable turbu-

lent model which has the best agreement with available experimental result. The detailed description for 

five turbulent models can be found in ANSYS Fluent Theory’s Guide.
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Table 1 Simulation condition

Item Value Unit

D 0.01 m

h 0.001 m

L/D 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 -

Table 2 Setup for simulation

Item Content

Numerical algorithm SIMPLE

Spatial discretization Second order Upwind

Time discretization Second order Implicit

2.2 Numerical Analysis Method and Simulation condition and

Fig. 1 shows the CFD (Computation Fluid Dynamic) process in ANSYS Fluent. It can be seen that there 

are four stages for CFD process in Fluent such as geometry, mesh, solution, result. The detail of each 

staged can been seen in Fig. 1. Computation domain, boundary condition used in this simulation is shown 

in Fig. 2. . The simulation condition for a square cylinder with an attached splitter plate is listed in Table 1. 

Numerical simulations were conducted at a Reynolds number of 485 and the thickness of the splitter plate 

is chosen as a constant value about 10% of cylinder width. The detailed of setup for this simulation is listed 

in Table 2. The second order upwind scheme is used for spatial discretization and second order implicit is 

used for time discretization. Numerical algorithm SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Pressure Linked Equations) is 

chosen for solving the discretization equations. In this study, RANS turbulent models were used for choos-

ing suitable turbulent model which has the best agreement with available experimental result. Then, stand-
ard k w- model which gives the closest result to experimental result is seleted for simulation for flow 

over a square cylinder with an attached plate. Unstructured mesh is used in domain computation, and value 
of of y + is chosen for this simulation about 40 as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 CFD process in ANSYS Fluent

Fig. 2 Computational domain
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Table 3 Comparison of drag coefficient of single cylinder

No Method Drag [-] Error [%]

1 SST k-Omega 1.984 5.53

2 Standard k-Omega 1.997 4.88

3 Standard k-Epsilon 1.594 24.08

4 RNG k-Epsilon 1.978 5.80

5 Realizable k-Epsilon 1.921 8.51

6 LES. (Lubcke et al., 2001) 2.18 3.81

7 Exp. (Lyn et al., 1995) 2.1 -

Fig. 3 Grid system

3. Result

3.1 Single Cylinder

In order to choose the suitable turbulent model for this simulation, the numerical results of drag estimated 

by five turbulent models are compared with available experimental result from other institute as listed in 

Table 3. Five different turbulent models were used for estimating the drag force of single cylinder at Reyn-

olds number of 21400. It can be seen that there is a good agreement with the result’s other institute as 
shown Fig. 4. Drag of single cylinder estimated by using standard k w- has a good agreement with pub-

lished experimental result. Therefore, the stand k w- was selected for simulation for flow over a square 

cylinder with an attached plate. Figs. 5~6 shows the pressure and turbulent kinematic energy over single a 

square cylinder estimated by different turbulent model.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of drag of single cylinder estimated by different method

      
a) SST k-Omega      b) RNG k-Epsilon                       c) Standard k-Omega

  
d) Realizable k-Epsilon              e) Standard k-Epsilon

Fig. 5 Comparison pressure over single cylinder at different turbulent model

     
a) SST k-Omega        b) RNG k-Epsilon                  c) Standard k-Omega

      
d) Realizable k-Epsilon               e) Standard k-Epsilon

Fig. 6 Comparison turbulent kinematic energy over single cylinder at different turbulent model

3.2 Square Cylinder with Attached Splitter Plate

In order to validate this study, the numerical flow visualization over a square cylinder with an attached 

splitter plate are with available experimental result which been done using particle image velocimetry 

(PIV) by Chauhan et al. (2017) as shown in Figs. 7~13. It can be seen that there is a good agreement with 

the experimental results by Chauhan et al. (2017). From the simulation result, the flow field can be divided 
into 2 regimes according the length of the splitter plate. In regime-I (0 <L/D ≤ 2), shear layers are elon-

gated proportional to the splitter plate length before the interaction of shear layers occurs. In regime-II (3 
≤ L/D ≤ 6), shear layers are reattached on the splitter plate. For a small splitter plate L/D = 0.5, it can 

be seen that the shear layer extended along to splitter plate before the interaction of the shear layer occurs. 

With an increase in the length of the splitter plate for L / D = 1, the longer the shear layer and the longer the 

forming length. The reduction of the layer strength decreases and reaches the minimum value at L / D = 2. 

Increasing the splitter length, the bubbles start splitting plates and a force parallel to the traction is present 
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due to this attachment. The maximum reduction in drag is observed at L / D = 6. With the increase in the 

length of the splitter plate.

     
a) CFD (present study)                         b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 7 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 0.5

a) CFD (present study)                          b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 8 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 1

  
a) CFD (present study)                         b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 9 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 2

      
a) CFD (present study)                         b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 10 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 3
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Table 4 Comparison of drag coefficient of single cylinder

L/D Experiment (Chauhan et al., 2017) CFD (Present study)

0.5 1.880E+00 1.705E+00

1 1.760E+00 1.596E+00

2 1.610E+00 1.499E+00

3 1.570E+00 1.515E+00

4 1.550E+00 1.501E+00

5 1.580E+00 1.501E+00

6 1.540E+00 1.450E+00

      
a) CFD (present study)                         b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 11 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 4

      
a) CFD (present study)                     b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 12 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 5

    
a) CFD (present study)                       b) EFD (Chauhan et al., 2017)

Fig. 13 Flow visualization image in case of L/D = 6
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a) L/D = 0.5                                    b) L/D = 1

c) L/D = 2                                    d) L/D = 3

e) L/D = 4                                 f) L/D = 5

g) L/D = 6

Fig. 14 Turbulent kinematic energy of square cylinder with an attached splitter plate

Fig. 15 Comparison of drag coefficient of square cylinder with an attached splitter plate
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Fig. 14 shows turbulent kinematic energy for different lengths of separation plates. The shade of blue in-

dicates the lowest disturbance intensity. The red shade indicates the highest disturbance intensity. It can be 

seen that in the case of the largest length of the splitting plate, the flow tends to become stable causing the 

greatest value of the displacement move out of the cylinder with the increase in the length of the splitting 

plate. The magnitude of the velocity component decreases continuously with the increase in the length of 

the splitting plate. The comparison between the drag coefficient of CFD and EFD is listed in Table 4. It can 

be seen that the drag coefficient is considerably reduced with the increase in the length of the plate as 

shown in Fig. 15.

4. Conclusion

In this study, RANS method was applied for investigating the unsteady flow around square cylinders 

with an attached splitter plate. The concluding remark is as follows:

First, the drag coefficient of single cylinder using different turbulent model is compared with available 

experiment results for choosing turbulent model for this simulation. It can be seen that among the computa-
tion method using RANS model, the standard k w- shows the best agreement with the experimental result 

which was published by other research. Therefore, turbulent model the standard k w- was selected for 

next simulation for flow over square cylinder with an attached plate.

Second, the numerical results of drag of square cylinder with an attached splitter plate in various length 

of an attached plate compared with experimental result published results by other researcher (Chauhan et al, 

2017). It can be that numerical results in this study have a good agreement with the experimental result. 

The numerical flow around square cylinders with an attached splitter plate was compared with one which 

was observed using PIV (Chauhan et al., 2017). 

Finally, the effect of the splitter plate attached to the rear side of the square cylinder has been investigat-

ed numerically with a focus on the drag coefficient and flow structure. The drag coefficient decrease with 

an increase in splitter plate length.
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